
Hi, <<First Name>>!

I have a HUGE announcement. I’m running 7 marathons on 7 continents in 7
days in January 2018, and I need your help. This quest is to raise awareness
and help end the stigma of depression. My personal story is deep and long, but
you can read a little bit about it and this quest on the GoFundMe site I just set
up. This is a major undertaking. I’m representing the International Foundation
for Research and Education on Depression (iFred.org), and every dollar that I
raise beyond what’s needed to register for the event and spread this message
in person will go to them.
 
Please help give me the voice to spread the message that it’s okay to have
depression, and it’s okay to ask for help. Through my adventure, news stories,
a documentary film, and many other avenues we have planned, your
contribution will give me (and you!) that voice. This is a 100% grass-roots
effort. You can help by donating on the GoFundMe site I just set up. THANK
YOU!
 
 
And now, your Ultra Clan Digest:
 
My guest this week was Bob Kenefick, PhD. He’s a research scientist at the US
Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine and one of the world’s
leading experts in hydration status of athletes. And, he’s an ultra-marathon
runner!
 

http://gofundme.com/worldmarathons
http://gofundme.com/worldmarathons


Most of your body water is inside of your cells. There is also fluid between cells
and in your blood plasma. Fluid moves and shift among these three areas with
ease. Fluid is lost in urine, sweat, and respiration (breathing). As runners, we
think mostly about loss through sweating.
 
Sweat rates vary depending on the person, environmental conditions, clothing,
and exercise intensity. A starting point to estimate an average sweat rate
is roughly 1.2 liters per hour (1.2 L/hr). For runs up to a few hours, water is all
we need to consider replacing through consumption. Beyond that, we need to
pay more attention to salt and nutrient consumption.
 
What salts do we need to replace?
Sodium and chloride are the most important salts to replace due to prolonged
sweating. Potassium is the next most important salt to replace, especially if
there is substantial water loss through vomiting or diarrhea. Other salts, such
as calcium and magnesium, are probably not important in an ultra-marathon.
 
Can we consume too much salts?
The biggest problem associated with excess intake of salts is GI upset. There
doesn’t seem to be a dangerous medical condition that results from taking a
little excess salt because your body will likely excrete it.
 
Cramps?
Low salts are not the cause of muscle cramping. The science shows that
muscle cramping is a result of neuromuscular activation that is not associated
with salt levels. But, the placebo effect is real even when the person knows it’s
a placebo. So, if you think that eating something works to stop your cramps, go
for it.
 
Hyponatremia is easily preventable in an ultra-marathon. Hyponatremia has a
specific medical definition, but it is, basically, a dilute blood (relatively
low salt). It is a serious medical condition when it develops. People hiking the
Grand Canyon who sweat a lot and replace it with lots of water are at risk. But,
hyponatremia is much less likely to develop in an ultra-marathon if you are
eating based on your needs and cravings. Bottom line: don’t drink more than
you are sweating; and consume foods, especially salty foods, as much as you
want. 
 



My urine is clear; isn’t that a good gauge?
    Yes and No

Yes, if it’s your urine first thing in the morning and you’re interested in your
overall, daily hydration state. Get the WUT guide.
No, it’s not a good indicator during exercise. You can have clear urine and
be dehydrated if you aren’t holding on to the fluids that you're drinking
(water in, water out). Consume foods and salts, and you may find that you
hold on to more of that water.

Thirst works well for staying properly hydrated at rest but not during exercise.
The thirst mechanism is not sufficient while exercising. The popular concept of
‘drink to thirst’ is incorrect during prolonged exercise. You need a drinking plan
for best performance. Begin developing your plan by measuring your own
sweat rate:

1. Record the temperature, humidity, and sun exposure  

do this in conditions that are like your goal event if possible  

2. Weigh yourself nude  
3. Go out for a one-hour run  
4. Remove your clothing, towel off any sweat remaining on your skin  
5. Re-weigh yourself nude  
6. Calculate how much water you lost (note: 2.2 pounds = 1 kilogram = 1

liter of water)  

be sure to account for any urine loss and any water consumption during
your run

For those environmental conditions, you have a solid estimate of your fluid
losses. If it’s hot out, and you aren’t used to the heat, know that you will lose
10-30% more water if you become acclimated…your water needs will increase.
Consume that amount of fluid per hour on your next training runs.
 
Now, adjust the amount of foods and salts you consume along with your newly-
quantified fluid replacement. Start with about 200-250 calories per hour and
consider including salty foods or drinks if you’re urinating a lot. Weigh yourself
before and after your runs with two goals.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55b7ffebe4b0568a75e3316b/t/560585ede4b0e668035b7fac/1443202541642/WUT+Is+My+Hydration+Status.pdf


1.  You don’t want to gain weight. If you do:

reduce the volume of fluids

2.  You don’t want to lose more than 2% of body weight because, once you
lose >2% body weight, performance declines. If you do:

increase fluid intake, and eat more food or salts if that causes you to
urinate more

This is an iterative process. It takes time to dial in a reproducible strategy.
Using the information above, you will be able to gauge your fluid intake needs,
given a variety of conditions – milliliters or ounces per hour. You can develop a
hydration plan (based on data) for long runs and races. For example, if you
know the approximate time between aid stations, you can pick up just the right
amount of fluid to avoid carrying extra weight and/or getting into trouble with too
little fluid.
 
Have a great run today!

All the Best,
Shawn
Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra

You can access any of the prior Ultra Clan Digests here.
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